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Abstract 

 

Polymer nanofibers have attracted a lot of industrial interest in the past decade. In general, these 

fibers need to be thermally stable for many applications, such as in the aerospace industry. 

However, most of these polymer nanofibers suffer from low temperature degradation, limiting 

their use in many potential applications. Graphene, which is one sheet of graphite, has unique 

properties such as high conductivity, and high thermal stability. This exceptional material can be 

incorporated into the polymer nanofibers as nanofillers in order to enhance their thermal 

properties.  

The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the effect of adding graphene nanofillers into the 

polymer fiber on the resulting fibers’ thermal properties. For that purpose, polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA), a non-conductive polymer and a different source of graphene, namely graphene foam, 

expendable graphite and graphite powder were used. The growth technique was the 

electrospinning technique which offers a variety of parameters that need to be optimized. For this 

includes, the amount of PVA in the water solvent, the flow rate, the applied voltage, the growth 

time, and the tip/collector distance. In summary, it has been optimized that the best conditions 

for growth of fibers will be as follows: PVA concentration will be fixed at 10 wt%, flow rate will 

be 3 ml/h, applied voltage will be 30 kV, growth time of 60 s and tip/collector distance will be 

fixed at 12 cm. The resulted PVA fibers from these conditions were smooth continuous and 

hollow with diameter ranging between 190-340 nm, while PVA/graphene nano-fibers are much 

thinner with diameter ranging between 132 - 235 nm when the same parameters were used with 

only graphene concentration varied. 

The fiber obtained with PVA showed a hollow structure which is desirable for incorporation of 

graphene nanofillers. The dispersion of the different source of graphene sheets in the starting 

PVA solution showed enhanced thermal stability compared to the PVA fibers alone. 

Furthermore, an increase in the thermal stability is observed with increasing concentration of 

graphene nanofillers. 
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This work shows the promising use of graphene as nanofillers for PVA fibers. This can be 

expended to other non-conductive and conductive polymers in order to broaden the application 

of these fibers in the industries, where thermal stability is a prerequisite. 
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1 CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Natural fibers have been used in all cultures for making utilitarian products. Natural fibers can 

be extracted from the bark (banana, jute, hemp, and ramie), stem (banana, palm, and bamboo), 

leaf (palm, screw pine, sisal, and agave), husk (coir), seeds (cotton), and grass (sikki, 

madhurkati, benakati, and munj). Animal fibers are obtained from a variety of animal coats, 

and insect fibers from cocoons. Rayon was the first factory where man- made fibers were 

developed. Man-made fibers were made from wood or cotton pulp and were first known as 

artificial silk. Both natural and man-made fibers have had a significant impact on human 

beings’ everyday lives [1]. 

In 1897, Thomas Edison used carbon fibers as filaments for preliminary light bulbs. Although 

these fibers lacked the tensile strength of today’s carbon fibers, their considerable tolerance to 

heat made these fibers ideal for conducting electricity. Those carbon fibers were made out of 

cellulose-based materials (such as cotton or bamboo), unlike the petroleum-based precursors 

used today. Such fibers were made from baking bamboo filaments at high temperatures in a 

controlled atmosphere. This method is known as pyrolysis.  

In 1958, Roger Bacon discovered the first high performance carbon fibers. Rayon became the 

first precursors used to create these modern fibers. These carbon fibers are polymers of 
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graphite, a pure form of carbon where the atoms are arranged in big sheets of hexagonal rings 

that look like chicken wire. Bacon’s graphite whiskers were sheets of graphite rolled into 

scrolls, with the graphite sheets continuous over the entire length of the filament. Ultimately, 

it was replaced by more effective materials such as polyacrylonitrile and pitch. The carbon 

fibers weighed a fraction of the weight of steel yet contained much greater tensile strength 

than steel. Another important benefit of carbon fiber was its high modulus or resistance to 

stretching. This inelasticity plays an important role in reinforcing rigid structures such as the 

nose cones in hypersonic aircraft [2]. The United States Air Force and The National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) didn’t wait long to capitalize on carbon fiber 

technology. Stronger and lighter planes began to emerge as carbon fiber reinforced polymers 

(CFRPs) replaced heavy metals. These composites allowed aircraft to become faster and more 

efficient. Carbon fiber’s high heat tolerance was also pivotal to building spacecraft that could 

withstand the intense heat at atmospheric re-entry. 

Fibers have very interesting properties such as high length to diameter ratio and hence find a 

lot of applications in various industries. With advancement in technology and the introduction 

of nanotechnology, the production of nanometer-scale fibers (Nanofibers) in various scientific 

communities has attracted a lot of attention. These fibers possess a large surface area when 

compared with conventional fibers [3]. The incorporation of nanofillers into electrospun 

fibers enhances the fiber properties relevant to a number of applications, particularly 

mechanically reinforced composites. The important properties of the nanofibers, which make 

them commercially important are their small diameter, large surface area, and small pore size 

which are the ideal requirements for filtration, catalysis and adsorption. Large length to 
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diameter ratio and small mass to volume ratio of these nanofibers widens the areas of their 

application further.  

Graphene a two dimensional allotrope of carbon discovered in 2004 [4,5] has attracted a lot of 

research interest due to its unique electronic structure and fascinating properties such as 

excellent optical, high thermal stable chemical and mechanical properties. Due to its excellent 

mechanical properties, graphene can be used in the formation of composite materials and 

reinforcement of fiber properties for improved performance. One of such properties includes 

thermal conductivity [6,7].  

Electrospinning is one of the technique for production of continuous fibers from micro to 

nanometer range scale by the application of electrostatic forces to a jetting polymer solution 

[8]. The basic idea behind this technology dates back to the early 1950’s [9–13]. 

Electrospinning is a very attractive technique in the production of nanoscale polymer fibers 

because of its simplicity, low cost, high productivity, reproducibility and its potential to be 

scaled up to the industrial scale [14]. Figure 1 shows histogram representing the number of 

scientific articles published in electrospinning and nanofiber per year during the last decade. 
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Figure 1. Histogram representing the number of scientific articles published per year during 

the last decade (Research performed on 4th June 2012 with “Web of Science”, with 

“electrospinning” AND “nanofiber”) [15]. 

Design of the polymeric nanofibers to meet specific needs for useful applications requires a 

thorough knowledge of the electrospinning parameters and their effect on nanofibers 

diameters and morphologies. [16,17]. The usual nanofillers include 0D nanoparticles [18], 1D 

nanotubes [19–21], 2D-layered materials [18,22,23] to improve the mechanical, electrical, 

thermal, and optical properties of the matrix. For the 2D-layered nanofillers, reduced 

graphene oxide (GO) [24,25] and graphene have provided very high performances to polymer 

based nanofibers due to high mechanical strength, electrical, and thermal conductivities 

[18,26,27] and making them best candidates for nanofillers. By adding graphene into the 

polymer, one can improve the mechanical [28,29], electrical [30] and thermal stability [27] of 

the polymer fibers.  
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In this dissertation polymer/graphene electrospun nanofibers are synthesized and 

characterized. Graphene used here is derived from three different starting materials which will 

be nano-fillers in Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) which is one of the most industrially used polymer 

for various applications such in the aeronautics and space administration. The expectation is 

the improved mechanical and thermal properties of this polymer due to graphene inclusion. 

The increase of thermal stability even by 1 0C in polymer materials stability is extremely 

important.   

This dissertation consists of five chapters with Chapter 1 being the general introduction, 

Chapter 2 will deal with literature review, Chapter 3 deals with the experimental procedures, 

while Chapter 4 is the discussion of the results and Chapter 5 deals with the conclusions and 

future work. 
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2 CHAPTER 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 CARBON AND GRAPHENE 

Carbon is an exceptional element in the periodic table and plays a unique role in nature. 

Carbon has the ability to form very long interconnecting C-C bonds chains known as 

catenation. This ability allows carbon to form an almost infinite number of compounds by 

covalently bonding with other atoms or structures to create unlimited and extremely versatile 

compounds. This ability of carbon atoms to form complicated networks is fundamental to 

organic chemistry and the basis for the existence of life. Wide variety of compounds, 

including pharmaceutical and petroleum resins are a subset of organic carbon compounds. 

Physical and Chemical properties of carbon nanostructures play a unique and extensive role in 

the field of modern technology. The electron orbital in carbon atoms has the following 

electronic structure 1s22s22p2. So there are four free electrons, which can provide up to four 

bond with other atoms [31]. 

Carbon has five isotopes (C-11, C-12, C-13, C-14, C-15), two of which are very stable (C-12, 

C-13) while C-11 has a half-life of 20.3 minutes, C-14 has a half-life of 5730.0 years, and C-

15 has a half-life of 2.5 seconds [32]. Carbon has many allotropes such as diamond, graphite, 

fullerenes and carbon nanotubes [6]. Graphene is a single flat layer of carbon atoms packed 

into honeycomb lattice and was discovered in 2004 [4,5] and is regarded theoretically as the 
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basis for the formation of all other sp2 allotropes as shown in Fig. 2 below [33] where one can 

wrap graphene to produce 0D fullerene, roll it at certain axis to produce carbon nano-tubes 

and stack it to produce graphite. Graphite flakes consists of many graphene layers combined 

together by weak Van der Waals forces between them [34]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Graphene as the basic unit of 0D fullerene, 1D carbon nanotubes and 3D 

graphite[33] 
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A single layer of nanometers thick graphite (graphene) has a huge aspect ratios (Normally 

200-1500), large surface area of about 2630 m2/g, large Young’s moduli (~ 1.00 TPa) and 

good thermal conductivity (3000 W/mK respectively) [35–37]. Because of all these 

interesting properties graphene sheets have become a very good alternative for fillers in 

polymer nano-composites. About 76 % increase in strength and a 62 % improvement of 

Young’s modulus can be achieved by loading 0.7 wt. % Graphene-oxide (GO) to polymer 

materials [38]. A 60 % increase in strength and a 100% improvement of Young’s modulus 

can also be achieved by loading 2.7 wt. % graphite [39]. 

 POLYMER 

If metals and inorganic compounds are set aside, polymeric materials comprise the rest of the 

world. The word polymer comes from the Greek word, "Poly" meaning many and "Meros" 

meaning unit or section. Polymers are super high molecular weight molecules, which are 

composed of repeating units [40,41]. They are mainly long chain molecules with repeating 

units called monomers that are covalently attached to each other. They can easily be molded 

into various complex shapes because they are strong, relatively inert and have low density [3]. 

Polymerization is a chemical reaction where simple molecule or monomer bonds with each 

other and creates huge molecule with large molecular weight [42]. The degree of 

polymerization (DP) is usually defined as the number of repeated units in the chain or the 

number of monomeric units in the polymer [41,42]. 
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2.2.1 Classification of polymers 

 

Figure 3. Classification of polymers based on origin [43–45] 

 

Polymers are classified as either natural or synthetic (or modified natural), as shown in Figure 

3 above. The natural polymers have been used for tens of thousands of years. The natural 

rubber was used by Olmecs at least 3000 years ago. In Egypt, papyrus was used for writing 

and styrene was used for embalming as far back as 3000 BC. Natural polymers are produced 

from plants (Cellulose, Starch, resin, etc.), minerals (Silicate, Asphalt, etc.), animal source 

(Chitin, Hyaluronic acid, etc.) or from microorganisms (Xanthan, Dextran, etc.). 

The synthetic polymer refers equally well to linear, saturated macromolecules, unsaturated 

polymers, or to any substance based on cross-linked monomers, macromers, or pre-polymers 

and are product from hydrocarbon or renewable source [40,43,45,46]. 
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We can classify the polymers based on their structure. Firstly, based on the type of monomers 

used, the following polymers are produced: Homopolymers (formed from only one type of 

monomer), and copolymers (the polymer contains at least two monomers). Secondly, based 

on the architecture or the shape, one can have the following polymer structures: linear, 

branched and cross-linked or networked. 

They can also be classified based on their response to heat. Based on their abilities to melt, 

they can either be called thermoplastic or thermoset. Thermoplastic polymer (linear, 

branched–not cross-linked) can be melted or flows when heated and solidifies upon cooling. 

This heating and cooling can be repeated many times without affecting the properties of the 

thermoplastic polymer. Thermoset polymer that is cross-linked (with some exceptions) cannot 

melt or flow when heated. Heating this polymer leads to chain decomposition or bond 

breakage [3]. 

Finally, based on the morphology, we can have amorphous and semi-crystalline polymers. In 

an amorphous polymer the arrangements of the linear molecules is completely random and are 

intertwined like cooked spaghetti with a transparent appearance (glasslike). In a semi-

crystalline polymer the molecules are packed together in ordered regions called crystallites 

and because these crystallites scatter light, they are more opaque [3,47]. 

2.2.2 Molecular Weight 

The molecular weight of polymers is important because it determines many of its physical 

properties. Since virtually all polymers are mixtures of many large molecules, one must resort 

to averages to describe molecular weight. Among many possible ways of reporting averages, 

three are commonly used: the number average, weight average, and z-average molecular 
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weights. The weight average is probably the most useful of the three, because it fairly 

accounts for the contributions of different sized chains to the overall behavior of the polymer, 

and correlates best with most of the physical properties of interest [41]. A higher molecular 

weight increases the polymer’s resistance to solvent dissolution [3]. 

2.2.3 Viscosity  

The viscosity denoted by (η) is a parameter responsible for the frictional contribution of 

polymers in solutions. It is a physical property characterizing the resistance of fluids to flow. 

The viscosity of a polymer solution depends on concentration, size and molecular weight of 

the dissolved polymer [3,40,47,48]. If the solvent viscosity is η0 and the viscosity of the 

polymer solution is η, the relative Viscosity is given by the expression below: 

 ηrel =
η

η0
  

The specific viscosity ηsp is the relative viscosity minus one: 

 ηsp = ηrel − 1  

Usually ηsp is a quantity between 0.2 and 0.6. The intrinsic viscosity is given by: 

 [η] = lim
𝑐→0

[
ηsp

C
]  

Where C is a concentration and η is the viscosity 

Mark–Houwink–Sakurada equation gives the relationship between the molecular weight and 

the intrinsic viscosity as follows: 
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 [η] = KMV
a

  

K and a are constants for a particular polymer–solvent pair at a particular temperature [47]. 

Table 1 shows the relationship between viscosity and molecular weight for some polymers. 

 

Table 1. Viscosity and molecular weight relationship [47] 

Polymer Solvent T (oC) K×103 a a b 

Poly(vinyl acetate) Benzene 30 22 0.65 

cis-Polybutadiene Benzene 30 33.7 0.715 

Poly(ethyl acrylate) Acetone 25 51 0.59 

Polystyrene Butanone 25 39 0.58 

Polystyrene Cyclohexane (θ-solvent) 34.5 84.6 0.50 

a European units, concentrations in g/ml. Units do not very with a. Unit of K are cm3.mol1/2/g3/2. 

b The quantity a, last column, is the exponent in equation. 

2.2.4 Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) 

Glass transition temperature (Tg) is sometimes confused with melting temperature (Tm). 

Melting happens to crystalline polymers, while glass transition temperature only exits in 

amorphous polymers. Tg is the temperature range where a thermosetting polymer changes 

from a hard, rigid (glassy) state to a more pliable, compliant or rubbery state. Below Tg, the 

amorphous polymer is brittle but above Tg, cross-linked amorphous polymers exhibit rubber 
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elasticity [3,47,49]. Figure 4 shows the difference between glass transition temperature and 

melting point. 

 

 

Figure 4 Difference between glass transition temperature and melting temperature [50] 

2.2.5 Composites 

Composite is a material that is made from two or more distinct material phases; a bulk phase 

(matrix) and a reinforcement phase. Usually the matrix is ductile or tough, while the 

reinforcements are strong with low densities [3]. 

Composite matrices consist of ceramic matrix composites (CMC), metal matrix composites 

(MMC) and polymer matrix composites (PMC) while composite reinforcements consist of 

fiber reinforced composite (FRC) and particle reinforced composites (PRC) 
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2.2.6 Example of some polymers 

2.2.6.1 Polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) 

In 1912, Dr. Fritz Klatte discovered polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) in Germany (Chemische Fabrik 

Griesheim). In the same year, he discovered polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [51]. The monomer of 

Vinyl is "CH=CH-" connected to the acetate "CH-COO" to produce PVAc "CHCOOCH=CH" 

with a molecular formula of [C4H6O2]n. 

 

Figure 5. Structure of polyvinyl acetate 

Its degree of polymerization is typically between 100 and 5000. The relative molecular mass 

lies between 10 000 and 1500 000 g/mol. The ester value, which characterizes the degree of 

hydrolysis, is between 615 and 675 [52–55]. 

2.2.6.2 Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH, PVA or PVAl) is produced commercially from polyvinyl acetate, 

usually by a continuous process. It has the molecular formula of [C2H4O]n. 
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Figure 6. Structure of polyvinyl alcohol 

PVA has a melting point of 230 ℃, density of 1.19 g /cm³ and its full hydroxylation occurs 

around 180–190 ℃. PVA is a water-soluble synthetic polymer. When dissolved in a solution, 

the viscosity of the solution increases [56,57]. 

2.2.7 Conductive polymer 

Most polymers are electrically insulating. Not more than two decades ago, researchers found 

special polymers that are electrically conductive. The conductivity (σ) is expressed in unit of 

Siemens (S) per cm (S/cm) [58,59]. 

2.2.7.1 Polypyrrole (PPy) 

Polypyrrole (PPy) is a conductive polymer formed by polymerization of pyrrole with iron (III) 

chloride [60]. The molecular formula and the reaction are respectively given by [C4H2NH]n  

nC4H4NH+2FeCl3→(C4H2NH)n+2FeCl2+2HCl 
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Figure 7. Structure of Polypyrrole 

Polypyrrole has a molecular weight around 67,0892 g/mol, a melting point above 300 ℃ and 

does not dissolve in water [58,59,61–63]. 

 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION (CVD) 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) was originally developed in the 1960s and 1970s and used 

in the production of carbon fibers and carbon nanofibers [64,65]. Figure 8 shows schematic of 

the CVD machine used in this study for synthesis of graphene. 

 

Figure 8. Schematic of the CVD machine used in this study 
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CVD is a process for depositing thin films of materials on substrates. Gas sources are 

introduced into the reaction chamber. Decomposition and reactions occur in the chamber at 

high temperature leading to film growth. CVD process can be used to deposit a wide range of 

conducting, semiconducting, and insulating materials [66]. Large area, high quality graphene 

can be grown by CVD on catalytic transition metal surfaces such as nickel and copper 

[64,67,68]. Methane (CH4) is one of the commonly used carbon sources for the growth of 

high quality graphene. In this work, it was also used as the carbon source to grow graphene 

foam on Ni foam template. 

 NANOMATERIAL AND NANOFIBERS 

2.4.1 Nanomaterial 

The word nano comes from the Greek word (nannas) and means billionth i.e 1x10-9m. 

Nanomaterial is defined as particles of radius < 100 nm and/or their dimensions < the characteristic 

length of some phenomena (e.g. mean free path or scattering length - the distance travelled by e- in the 

metal between collisions). Nanoscience is a field that deals with materials at the nanoscale by 

trying to understand their properties and influences. Nanotechnology is the understanding and 

control of matter at dimensions of roughly 1 to 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable 

novel applications. It encompasses nanoscale science, engineering and technology and involves 

imaging, measuring, modeling, and manipulating matter at this length scale. 

2.4.2 Nanofibers 

Fibers have high length to diameter ratio and hence they find many applications in various 

industries. With the advancement of technology and the advent of nanotechnology, nanoscale 
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fibers (Nanofibers) have attracted a lot of interest in various domains. These fibers provide a 

very large surface area compared to conventional fibers [3]. Polymeric nanofibers can be 

processed by a number of techniques such as drawing, template synthesis, phase separation, 

self-assembly and electrospinning [3]. 

2.4.2.1 Drawing 

Drawing is one of the techniques that makes single nanofibers [8]. Drawing requires a 

pronounced viscoelastic material, cohesive enough to support the stresses developed during 

the pulling to undergo strong deformations. This method transforms the pulling material into a 

solid fiber [69]. Nanofibers can also be fabricated with citrate molecules by dipping a 

micropipette into a droplet and rapidly with drawing it [3]. This process is illustrated in Figure 

9 below. 

 

Figure 9. Drawing processes 
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2.4.2.2 Template synthesis 

In template synthesis, polymer solution is placed in the holes of a template [3]. The template 

synthesis uses a nonporous membrane as a template. This method is not suitable for 

production of single continuous nanofibers [70]. Figure 10 shows template synthesis method. 

 

Figure 10. Schematic of production of  nanofibers by template synthesis [71] 

 

2.4.2.3 Phase Separation 

In phase separation five steps are involved: dissolution of polymer, phase separation and 

gelation, extraction of solvent from the gel with water and freeze-drying under vacuum [3]. 

This technique cannot be used for the production of single continuous nanofibers. Figure 11 

shows generic schematics of phase separation for obtaining nanofibrous structure. 
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Figure 11. Generic schematic of phase separation for obtaining nanofibrous structure [3] 

 

2.4.2.4 Self-assembly 

Self-assembly of nanofibers makes use of smaller molecules to build nanoscale fibers [3,72]. 

This method can't give a very clear single nanofibers and are mostly used in biological 

application [72]. Figure 12 shows a simple schematic for self-assembly nanofibers growth. 
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Figure 12. A simple schematic of self-assembly nanofibers [3] 

 ELECTROSPINNING 

Electrospinning is one of the techniques used for production of continuous fibers from micro 

to nanometer range scale by the application of electrostatic forces to a jetting polymer 

solution [73]. This technique dates back to the early 1900 when Formhals published a series 

of patents [9–13]. He used an electrostatic force in an experimental setup for the production of 

polymer filaments. The polymer filaments were formed, from the solution between two 

electrodes. One of the electrodes was connected into the solution and the other connected to a 

collector [70]. Figure 13 shows Formhals patent images, process and apparatus for preparing 

artificial threads. 
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Figure 13. Formhals patent images, process and apparatus for preparing artificial threads [9] 

  

Nanofibers from electrospinning have a lot of applications in industry and medicine. Today 

the electrospinning setup in its simplest form consists of high direct current (DC) voltage 

source to generate electric charge in the polymer solution, a cylinder to hold the polymer 

solution, a needle and collector [3]. Figure 14 shows the electrospinning setup in its simplest 

form. 
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 Figure 14. Electrospinning setup 

2.5.1 Region 

Electrospinning have four major regions namely the Taylor cone region, the steady jet region, 

the instability jet region (spraying region) and the collection region [74,75]. 

2.5.1.1 Taylor cone region 

In a strong non-uniform electric field, a pendant drop will deform into a conically shaped 

volume of liquid. The conical formation occurs from a combination of charge repulsion and 

surface tension mechanisms. Figure 15 shows different forms of cone-jet mode that are due to 

different parameters such as an issued rate of flow (Q), the liquid properties density (ρ), 
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surface tension (σ), viscosity (η), electrical conductivity (Ke), electrical permittivity (εi) and 

the outer environment properties [76–80]. 

 

 

Figure 15. Different forms of cone-jet mode [78,79] 

2.5.1.2 Steady jet region 

The region after Taylor coin is the steady jet region. In this region, the liquid behaves like a 

jet and this jet possesses short diameter which is stable. The parameters that have effect on 

stable jet are balance of viscosity, charge density and surface tension. The terminal jet 

diameter is directly dependent on the flow rate, electric current, and surface tension of the 

fluid [81–83]. 

2.5.1.3 Instability jet region 

Three main instabilities exists. These instabilities vary and increase with distance, electric 

field, and fiber diameter at different rates depending on the fluid parameters and operating 

conditions. The first instability is the Rayleigh instability at low electric fields, and is most 

dependent on the surface tension of the material. Two other instabilities arise with an 

application of higher electric fields and are dependent on the conductivity of the solution 

[81,82,84–86]. 
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2.5.1.4 Collection region 

In this region, different electrodes can be used for collection of the fibers. This collector can 

be a flat substrate or rotating drum. The collector has an effect on the morphology and can be 

modified to get aligned nanofibers in this region. Collectors used are usually conducting 

materials such as aluminum foil.[3,87]. 

2.5.2 Electrospinning parameters 

In the electrospinning process some parameters have effects on the morphology, the diameter 

as well as the orientation of the electrospun fibers. Such parameters include the applied 

voltage, solution feed rate and the distance between needle tip and collector [88]. The 

morphology and diameter of the electrospun polymer fibers is dependent on many processing 

parameters. These parameters can be divided into three groups: (1) Solution properties, (2) 

processing conditions and (3) ambient conditions [3,89]. 

1. Solution properties: these properties include viscosity, polymer concentration, 

molecular weight of polymer, electrical conductivity, elasticity and surface tension 

2. Processing conditions: the processing conditions are as follows: applied voltage, 

distance from needle to collector, volume feed rate and needle diameter 

3. Ambient conditions: these include temperature and humidity. 

2.5.2.1 Solution properties 

The viscosity of the liquid jets is directly related to the solution concentration and the 

resultant fiber diameter. For less viscous solution the fiber usually contain beads. By 
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increasing the viscosity, average distance between beads becomes longer and the shape of 

beads changes from spherical to spindle. However, high viscosity may cause the failure of the 

electrospinning process because of flow instability. If the viscosity of the polymer liquid jet 

increases, the rate of solvent evaporation is reduced and the fiber diameter becomes larger. 

Molecular weight reflects the entanglement of polymer chains in solutions, namely the 

solution viscosity. Surface tension originates from the intermolecular force which tries to 

decrease the surface area per unit mass. In the electrospinning process, fibers can be produced 

without beads by reducing surface tension or increasing the viscoelastic force. Increasing the 

conductivity the electric force exerted on the jet produces thinner fibers [3,17,75,90]. 

2.5.2.2 Processing conditions 

In electrospinning, when a voltage higher than threshold voltage is applied, the charges begin 

to be ejected from Taylor Cone. The effect of the electric force is to increase the surface area, 

opposing the formation of beads and making the jet diameter thinner [17,90,91]. The flow rate 

is a significant parameter. At lower flow rate the polymer solution will get enough time for 

polarization. If the flow rate is very high, bead fibers with bigger diameter will be formed 

rather than the smooth fiber with thin diameter owing to the short drying time prior to 

reaching the collector and low stretching forces [17,90–92]. Distance from needle to collector 

is another important parameter in electrospinning. If the distance is too short, the fiber will not 

have enough time to solidify before reaching the collector, whereas if the distance is too long, 

bead fiber can be obtained [93–95]. 
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2.5.2.3 Ambient conditions 

Ambient parameters such as temperature can also affect the fiber morphologies. Increasing 

temperatures give thinner fiber diameter. Low humidity may dry the solvent totally and 

increase the velocity of the solvent evaporation, while high humidity will lead to thick fiber 

diameter [96]. 

 Characterization techniques 

2.6.1 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is a technique used to observe vibrational, rotational, and other low-

frequency modes in a system. This analysis is non-destructive and can be used to estimate 

number of graphene layers, and also to check the quality of the graphene samples produced 

(defect density) [80,81]. Raman spectroscopic analysis of the graphene and polymer/graphene 

composites were performed using a T64000 micro-Raman spectrometer from HORIBA 

Scientific, Jobin Yvon Technology equipped with a triple monochromator system to eliminate 

contributions from the Rayleigh line. All the samples were analyzed with a 514 nm argon 

excitation laser with a 12 mW power at laser exit to avoid thermal effects. The analysis of the 

spectra was performed using LabSpec (Ver. 5.78.24) analytical software.  

2.6.2 Morphology investigations 

2.6.2.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of high-energy electrons to 

generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals that derive from 
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electron/sample interactions reveal information about the sample including external 

morphology (texture), chemical composition and orientation of materials making up the 

sample [97]. The surface morphology of all samples was investigated using a Zeiss Ultra Plus 

55 field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). “Image J” was used to measure 

the diameter of fibers from SEM images. 

2.6.3 Thermal measurements 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in an Instrument Specialist system to 

determine the thermal stability of the fiber mats. 

2.6.3.1 Thermo gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Instruments Q600 Simultaneous DSC/TG) measures 

the weight change in a material as a function of temperature (or time) under a controlled 

atmosphere [98]. Inorganic materials, metals, polymers, plastics, ceramics, glasses, and 

composite materials can be analyzed with TGA. TGA samples were heated from room 

temperature to 1000oC at a rate of 10oC min-1 in air. 
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3 CHAPTER 

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

 

This chapter introduces the materials that were used and experimental procedures which 

include graphene synthesis, preparation of polymer solutions, preparation of 

polymer/graphene solutions and the electrospinning procedure of the prepared solutions. 

 MATERIALS 

The following materials were used in this study: Nickel foam (Alantum, Munich, Germany), 

pure graphite rod (s-01685-FA SPI Supplies Division), expandable graphite (grade ES 250 B5) 

from Qingdao Kropfmuehi Graphite, Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (Mw 89,000–98,000 g mol-1) 

99+% hydrolyzed (341584), Hydrogen (H2), argon (Ar) and methane (CH4) gases (all from 

Afrox). 

 

 SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE FOAM BY CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION (CVD) 

METHOD 

Graphene foam (GF) was synthesized using CVD system as reported in reference [99]. Nickel 

foam substrate with 420 g/m2 in area density and 1.6 mm in thickness was used as a template 

for the growth of graphene. Briefly, the nickel foam was annealed at 800 ℃ in the presence of 
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Ar and H2 for 20 minutes to remove impurities, before the introduction of the CH4 gas at 1000 

℃. The flow rates of the gases (CH4:H2:Ar) were 10:10:300 sccm. After 15 minutes of 

deposition, the sample was rapidly cooled by pushing the quartz tube to a lower temperature 

region. After growth, the nickel template was removed by chemical means. Briefly, 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was coated on the sample and baked at 180 ℃ for 30 

minutes, in order to provide support and maintain the three dimensional shape of the graphene 

foam during etching of nickel. The sample was then placed in 3 M HCl solution at 80 ℃ and 

left overnight to ensure complete removal of the nickel. The resulting graphene foam sample 

was placed in acetone at 80 ℃ for 5 hours to completely remove the PMMA, further placed in 

isopropanol at 80 ℃ for 1 hour to remove the acetone and finally rinsed in deionized water to 

remove isopropanol. A subsequent annealing was performed at 400 ℃ in Ar. After the 

annealing process, the sample was again rinsed in deionized water and dried at 50 ℃ in an 

electric oven. 

 EXFOLIATION OF GRAPHITE  

For synthesis of exfoliated graphite samples, expandable graphite was put in a quartz boat and 

placed in a microwave oven for irradiation to produce expanded graphite (EG), while pure 

graphite rods were grounded into powder form for sample preparation. 

 THE PREPARATION OF PVA SOLUTIONS 

PVA solutions were prepared by dissolving PVA in deionized water in an Erlenmeyer flask in 

which the temperature was maintained at 80-90 ℃ and a magnetic stirrer was used for 3 

hours. The viscosity of the PVA solution is dictated by the polymer concentration. In other 
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words, the higher the concentration of PVA, the more viscous is the solution. Table 2 shows 

the preparation of the PVA solutions with different concentrations and the viscosity 

measurement of the PVA solutions with different concentrations is shown in Figure 16 which 

clearly shows that viscosity increases with PVA concentration.  

Table 2. Preparation of the PVA solution with different concentrations 

Solution No PVA Weight 

 (g) 

Distilled Water (ml) PVA Solution Concentration 

(wt. %) 

1 3.47 40 8 

2 4.44 40 10 

3 5.45 40 12 
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Figure 16. Viscosity measurement of the PVA solutions with different concentrations 

 THE PREPARATION OF GRAPHENE/PVA SOLUTIONS 

For preparation of the solution, the GF was ultrasonicated in the PVA solution to obtain a 

good dispersion of graphene sheets. The solution was tip sonicated using a Eumax sonicator 

(ud100sh) for 5 hours at 40 ℃. The dispersion was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 3 minutes 

to remove aggregates of the remaining three dimensional network of graphene. EG was also 

ultrasonicated in the PVA solution in order to get graphene sheets[16]. Stable graphene 

dispersions were prepared by loading EG in the PVA solution after ultrasonication. The 
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solution was tip sonicated for 5 hours at 40 ℃. The dispersion was then centrifuged at 5000 

rpm for 3 h to remove aggregates [16]. Similar steps were employed for pure graphite powder 

(G powder) to produce solutions for electrospinning. In this method, the non- exfoliated 

graphite aggregates can be easily removed after centrifugation because they are heavier than 

exfoliated graphene sheet dispersed in the PVA solution. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the solutions 

prepared with different mass of graphene foam, graphene from EG and graphite powder, 

respectively. 

 

Table 3. The PVA/graphene foam solutions at different GF concentrations 

Solution No graphene foam 

Weight (g) 

PVA Solution (ml) PVA Concentration 

(wt. %) 

4 0.02 10 10 

5 0.04 10 10 

6 0.06 10 10 

7 0.08 10 10 
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Table 4. The PVA/graphene derived from expanded graphite solutions at different expanded 

graphite concentrations  

Solution No expanded graphite Weight 

(g) 

PVA Solution (ml) PVA Concentration 

(wt. %) 

8 0.02 10 10 

9 0.04 10 10 

10 0.06 10 10 

11 0.08 10 10 

 

 Table 5. The PVA/graphene derived from graphite powder solutions at different graphite 

powder concentrations 

 

Solution No graphite powder 

 Weight (g) 

PVA Solution (ml) PVA Concentration 

(wt. %) 

12 0.02 10 10 

13 0.04 10 10 

14 0.06 10 10 

15 0.08 10 10 
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 ELECTROSPINNING  

For electrospinning, standard NaBond electrospinning machine was used. The solution was 

loaded into a hypodermic syringe (10 ml) and a flexible tube was used to connect the syringe 

to the blunt needles (Gauge 6). A syringe pump (NaBond Technologies SN -50F6) was used 

to control the flow rate of the solution which was varied between 3 and 7 ml/h. The applied 

voltage between the needle and the collector was adjusted between 10 and 30 kV. Fibers were 

collected on a rotating collector (NaBond Technologies 150~6000 rmp) with the distance 

from the needle to the collector being varied between 10 and 14 cm. The rotating collector 

speed was also varied between 500 to 1000 rmp. The fiber growth time varied from 30 to 180 

seconds. Glass (18 x 18 mm) (‘Cover glasses’ thickness No. 1 from Marienfeld) was used as 

substrate to collect the fibers. The substrate was stacked to the collector by conductive tape. 

After setting up the syringe pump and filling the syringe with solution, the latter is connected 

to the blunt needle and the needle is similarly connected to the applied voltage. Figure 17 is 

the schematic of the electrospinning machine used in this work. 
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Figure 17. Schematic of Electrospinning machine used for fibers growth. 
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4 CHAPTER  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 ELECTROSPUN PVA NANO-FIBER MORPHOLOGY 

The morphologies of the PVA fibers, like all the fibers grown in this work, can be controlled 

by different parameters; polymer concentration, flow rate, applied voltage, duration of 

electrospinning and distance between needle tips to collector. 

4.1.1 Effect of Solution Concentration 

The fibers morphology and diameter can be modified by changing the concentration of the 

polymer solution. Sample 1 (S1), Sample 2 (S2) and Sample 3 (S3) with different 

concentrations of 8 wt.%, 10 wt.%, and 12 wt.%, respectively, shown in Table 2, were used 

for electrospinning of PVA fibers and their morphology were examined using SEM. Table 6 

shows the different solution concentration of PVA used for fiber synthesis while the other 

parameters were kept constant . Figure 18 shows SEM images of the different samples labeled 

S1, S2 and S2 respectively.  
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Table 6. PVA concentration used for the growth of PVA fibers  

Sample No. PVA 

Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Flow rate 

(ml/h) 

Applied voltage 

(KV) 

Time  

(s) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

S1 8 3 30 60 12 1000 

S2 10 3 30 60 12 1000 

S3 12 3 30 60 12 1000 
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Figure 18. SEM micrographs of S1 (8 wt.% PVA concentration), S2 (10 wt.% PVA 

concentration) and S3 (12 wt.% PVA concentration) as described in Table 6 at different scales 

of 200 nm on the left and 1 µm on the right 
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As discussed before (Section 2.4.2.1), the viscosity of the polymer solution is an important 

parameter in the electrospinning process and the resulting fiber morphology. When the 

solution containing 8 wt.% of PVA was used (S1), the diameter of the fibers were thinner than 

the other two solutions but with high density of beads and drops in the fibers. The appearance 

of beads and droplets in the electrospun fibers is signature of instability in the solution and 

hence it is clear from these results that S1 was not a good sample to be used for synthesizing 

good continuous fibers. This beads and drops disappeared with increasing viscosity of the 

electrospun solutions (S2 and S3). For these two solutions, thicker fibers were obtained. In 

other words, the fiber diameters increase with increasing PVA concentration or solution 

viscosity. These results show that relatively high viscous solution is needed to avoid 

formation of beads and drop without comprising too much the diameter of the fibers. Due to 

the observation stated here 10 wt% of PVA solution will be used throughout this study. Table 

7 summarizes the diameters of the fibers obtained with different concentration of PVA using 

‘Image J’ software.  

Table 7. Average diameter of fibers with different PVA concentration 

Sample NO. PVA Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Fiber Diameter (nm) Fiber Morphology 

1 8 121 - 264 Uniform thin fibers with 

beads 

2 10 292 - 301 Thinner and smoother 

3 12 295 - 440 Thicker and smoother 
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4.1.2 Effect of flow rate 

The fiber morphology can also be modified by changing the flow rate of electrospun solution. 

Different flow rates together with other fixed parameters are shown in Table 8 with 

corresponding samples labeled S4, S5 and S6. The corresponding SEM results are shown in 

Figure 19. Table 9 shows the average diameters of fibers obtained with different flow rate of 

the electrospun PVA solution. 

 

Table 8. Varied flow rate of Electrospun PVA fibers 

Sample NO. PVA 

Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Flow rate 

(ml/h) 

Applied voltage 

(kV) 

Time  

(s) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

S4 10 3 30 60 12 1000 

S5 10 5 30 60 12 1000 

S6 10 7 30 60 12 1000 
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Figure 19. SEM micrographs of samples S4 (3 ml/h flow rate), S5 (5 ml/h flow rate) and S6 

(7 ml/h flow rate) as shown in Table 8 at different scales of 200 nm on the left and 1 µm on 

the right 
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Table 9. Average diameter of fibers obtained with different flow rate 

Sample NO. Flow rate (ml/h) Fiber Diameter (nm) Fiber Morphology 

4 3 238 - 302 Thinner fiber 

5 5 244 - 317 Thicker fiber with drop 

6 7 270 - 333 Thicker fiber with drop 

 

It is observed that higher flow rates produce thicker fibers with some droplets. Increasing the 

flow rate will deliver more PVA solution to the Taylor cone, which increases the diameter of 

the liquid jet, resulting in the formation of thicker fibers. Furthermore, with further increase in 

PVA solution flow rate, the Taylor cone starts to decay and the continuous flow of solutions 

turns into discrete drops. It is then decided that low flow rate of 3 ml/h will be used as optimized 

one throughout this study. 

4.1.3 Effects of applied voltage 

The applied voltage between the needle and the collector plays an important role that 

influences the morphology and diameter of the resulting fibers. In this part, three different 

voltages were applied and the corresponding samples are labeled S7 for 10 kV, S8 for 20kV 

and S9 for 30 kV. Table 10 recapitulates the different parameters used in this section. Figure 

20 shows the SEM images of the fibers grown under these conditions. 
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Table 10. Electrospinning setup with different applied voltage 

Sample NO. PVA 

Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Flow rate 

(ml/h) 

Applied voltage 

(kV) 

Time  

(s) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

S7 10 3 10 60 12 1000 

S8 10 3 20 60 12 1000 

S9 10 3 30 60 12 1000 

 

When increasing the applied voltage from 10 to 30 kV, the diameter of the fibers decreases 

(see Table 11). Increasing the applied voltage enhances the magnitude of the electric field 

which results in thinner liquid jet. When the applied voltage decreases, the fiber diameter 

increases and the core of the fiber stays liquid, so when it arrives at the collector, the resulting 

fiber is deformed. The SEM images and tabulated results in Table 11 show that 30 kV applied 

voltage produced much better fibers and hence will be used throughout this work. 
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Figure 20. SEM micrographs of S7 (10 kV applied voltage), S8 (20 kV applied voltage) and 

S9 (30 kV applied voltage) as described in Table 10 at different scales of 200 nm on the left 

and 1 µm on the right 
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Table 11.Average diameter of fibers at different applied voltage 

Sample NO. Applied voltage (kV) Fiber Diameter (nm) Fiber Morphology 

S7 10 274 - 523 Thicker fiber and deformed 

S8 20 250 - 417 Thinner fiber 

S9 30 190 - 346  Thinner fiber 

4.1.4 Effect of time for electrospinning 

The effect of electrospinning time on the morphology of the fiber was also studied. Three 

samples were prepared at different times as S10, S11 and S12 which correspond to 

electrospinning time of 30, 60 and 90 seconds respectively as shown in Table 12. The 

resulting fibers were examined using SEM (Figure 21) and Table 13 shows the average 

diameter of the fibers at different growth times. 

Table 12. Electrospinning setup with different growth time 

Sample NO. PVA 

Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Flow rate 

(ml/h) 

Applied voltage 

(kV) 

Time  

(s) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

S10 10 3 30 30 12 1000 

S11 10 3 30 60 12 1000 

S12 10 3 30 90 12 1000 
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Figure 21. SEM micrographs of S10 (30 s growth times), S11 (60 s growth times) and S12 

(90 s growth times) described in Table 12 at different scales of 200 nm on the left and 1 µm 

on the right 
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Table 13. Average diameter of fibers at different growth times  

Sample NO. Time (s) Fiber Diameter (nm) Fiber Morphology 

S10 30 271 - 361 Thinner 

S11 60 200 - 336 Thinner 

S12 90 275 - 465 Thicker at top 

 

Here it is observed that diameter of the fibers increases with the increasing growth time which 

in principle should not have any influence on the diameter of fibers. This effect is common for 

non-conductive polymers like PVA used in this work. In fact, the non-conductive polymer can 

cover up the surface of the collector and therefore directly affecting the voltage between the 

needle and the collector. Consequently, the fibers on top tend to be thicker. In this study 60 

seconds time was considered to be the best growth time for the fibers because of the range of 

diameter of the fibers produced and will be used throughout this work.  

4.1.5 Effect of distance between the needle tips and the collector 

The distance between the needle tips and the collector must also be set to a singular golden 

distance to obtain the best fibers. Three different distances were investigated here with such 

samples labeled S13, S14 and S15 for distances of 10, 12 and 15 cm between the end of the 

needle and the collector, respectively, as shown in Table 14 below. The SEM images and the 

corresponding diameter dependence on distance are shown in Figure 22 and Table 15, 

respectively. 
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Table 14. Experimental setup with different distance between the needle tip and the collector 

Sample NO. PVA 

Concentration 

(wt.%) 

Flow rate 

(ml/h) 

Applied voltage 

(kV) 

Time  

(s) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

13 10 3 30 60 10 1000 

14 10 3 30 60 12 1000 

15 10 3 30 60 14 1000 
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Figure 22. SEM micrographs of S13 (distances of 10 cm), S14 (distances of 12 cm) and S15 

(distances of 14 cm) as described in Table 14 at different scales of 200 nm on the left and 1 

µm on the right 
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Table 15. Average diameter of fibers with different distance between the needle tips and the 

collector 

Sample NO. Distance(cm) Fiber Diameter (nm) Fiber Morphology 

13 10 221 - 330 Thinner 

14 12 199 - 313 Thinner 

15 14 416 - 738 Thicker 

 

The distance from the needle tips to the collector has to be set to a golden distance in order to 

produce thinner fibers, because any distance below or above this golden distance will result in 

larger fiber diameter. This is due to the fact that if the distance is too short, the fibers will not 

have enough time to dry and the fiber diameter increases, while on the other hand when the 

distance is too long the effect of voltage on the liquid jet will be small and hence results in 

much thicker fibers. In this work it was observed that 12 cm is such a golden distance to 

produce good fibers and it will be used throughout. 

Furthermore, for electrospinning of hollow nanofibers have been produced before using 

different methods [100,101]. In this study the hollow fibers were just produced through 

optimization of electrospinning parameters as shown in Figure 23 clearly showing that it will 

be possible to put some fillers in the fibers such as graphene flakes. 
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Figure 23. SEM image showing the hollow feature of the deposited fiber by electrospinning  

In summary, the optimized conditions for best PVA fibers growth were: Concentration will be 

fixed at 10 wt%, flow rate will be 3 ml/h, applied voltage will be 30 kV, growth time of 60 s 

and tip/collector distance will be fixed at 12 cm. These parameters yielded hollow smooth 

fibers free of beads with diameter in the range of 190-340 nm. 

 ELECTROSPUN PVA/GRAPHENE NANO-FIBER  

The optimized parameters for electrospinning of PVA fiber had also been used to grow 

PVA/graphene fibers. The objective here is to fill the tube with graphene in order to enhance 
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and/or modify the properties of the fibers. Figure 24 shows the schematic diagram for the 

fabrication of PVA/graphene composites by electrospinning. In section 3.5, we already 

explained the preparation process of the PVA/graphene solution using CVD derived graphene 

foam, expanded graphite and pure graphite powder and hence the graphene derived from 

these three different methods will be used as fillers in PVA fibers. 

 

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of PVA/graphene nanofiber composite by 

electrospinning 

 

4.2.1 Characterization of starting materials: Graphene foam, graphene 

derived from expanded graphite and pure graphite powder and PVA 

Figure 25 shows the SEM micrographs of graphene foam (G1), graphite flakes derived from 

expanded graphite (G2) and pure graphite powder (G3) before dissolved in the PVA solution.  
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Figure 25. SEM micrographs of Graphene foam (G1), graphene derived from expanded 

graphite (G2) and pure graphite powder (G3) at different scales of 200 nm on the left and 1 

µm on the right for each sample. 
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Raman spectroscopy is a versatile technique to characterize carbon materials. Figure 26 shows 

Raman spectra of raw materials, graphene foam, graphite flakes derived from derived from 

expanded graphite and pure graphite powder, respectively before being dissolved in PVA. All 

spectra show prominent peaks at around 1580 cm-1 (G-Peak) and 2700 cm-1 (2D-Peak). These 

peaks have been assigned to graphitic carbons with sp2 hybridization [102,103]. In the case of 

disordered samples, the peak at around 1350 cm-1 (D-Peak) is observed. In this case, the 

graphene foam only shows two prominent peaks at 1580 cm-1 and 2700cm-1 but no D-Peak at 

1350 cm-1, which is a sign of defect high quality sample. For graphite flakes derived from 

expanded graphite and graphite powder, the peak at 1350 cm-1 is prominent indicating the 

presence of disorder in the samples which could be due to the presence of sp3 or disorder due 

to the processing of the materials. The shape of 2D and also the intensity ratios between I2D to 

IG which is less than 1 for graphene foam show that the produced graphitic sample is couple 

of graphene layers instead of monolayer graphene. 

Figure 27 shows the Raman spectrum of PVA. The peaks at around 1360 cm-1, 1440 cm-1 

correspond to the C-H and O-H bending while the peaks at around 2700 cm-1 and 2900 cm-1 are 

solely ascribed to the C-H stretching [104]. The 2700 cm-1 PVA Raman peak overlaps with 

2D graphene peak which exists at the same wave number. Furthermore, the peaks at 1350 cm-

1 in graphene and 1360 cm-1 in PVA are very close and are likely to overlap in the 

PVA/graphene spectrum. However, the scope of this work is not to thoroughly study the 

Raman but to confirm the presence of graphene fillers in the PVA nano-fibers. 
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Figure 26. Raman spectra of graphene foam, graphene derived from expanded graphite and 

pure graphite powder 
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Figure 27. Raman spectrum of PVA 

4.2.2 Synthesis and characterization of PVA/graphene composites solutions 

and their electrospun fibers  

In section 3.5, the experimental procedure used to prepare the PVA/graphene foam, 

PVA/graphene derived from expanded graphite and graphite powder composites were 

explained. The optimized parameters that were decided to give best PVA parameters will be 
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fixed in the synthesis of PVA/grapene nano-fibers with only the concentration of the fillers 

being varied from 0.02 g to 0.08 g.  

Figure 28 shows comparison of Raman spectra of PVA/graphene composites solution samples 

that were drop coated on glass substrate and dried for 15 minutes in oven at 60 °C. All 

prominent peaks from graphene and PVA as indicated in figures 25 and 26 above are still 

observed with exception of the reduction in intensity of G peak of graphene when dispersed 

dispersed in PVA solution. This reduction is a clear indication of interaction of graphene 

flakes with PVA molecules. 

 

Figure 28 Raman spectra data comparison of PVA/graphene foam, PVA/graphene derived 

from expanded graphite and PVA/graphene derived from graphite powder 
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Figure 29 shows an example of the SEM morphology, taken at 1 kV operating voltage, of the 

fibers grown using 0.08 g graphene foam concentration with other concentrations giving 

similar continuous fibers without beads or droplets  

 

Figure 29. SEM micrograph example of one of the electrospun PVA/graphene foam fibers 

(from solution with 0.08 g graphene foam concentration) 

In order to inspect if the graphene foam was indeed filled in the hollow PVA nano-fibers high 

magnification SEM of the fibers was taken. Figure 30 shows such SEM images at 2 kV for 

the two different concentrations of graphene foam in PVA solution. The figure shows two 

different contrast of the fibers with outer side of the fiber being lighter and inside consisting 

of dark dots as indicated by the arrows in the figures on each panel. It is also observed that 

these dark dots seem to connect to form continuous structure in the fiber as the graphene foam 

concentration is increased in the PVA solution (see Figure 30 b). This is the evidence that the 

observed dark dots aligned correspond to graphene foam flakes or particles being aligned in 

the PVA nano-fiber. 
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The diameters of the fibers were found to be in the range of 167 – 209 nm. These diameters 

are smaller than the diameters of the PVA fibers that were synthesized without incorporation 

of graphene in the solution. Since graphene is a material that has high conductivity, its 

incorporation into PVA solution enhances the conductivity of the solution to be electrospun 

and because of this improved conductivity the resulting fibers will normally be thinner.  

 

 

Figure 30. SEM micrographs of PVA/graphene foam nano-fibers at high operating voltage for 

(a) solution with 0.02 g graphene foam concentration (b) solution with 0.08 g graphene foam 

concentration 

Figure 31 shows example of the fibers produced from 0.08 g expanded graphite concentration 

with fibers from other solution having similar morphology at 1 kV operating voltage. The 

diameter of the fibers here are in the range of 154 – 255 nm, which is also is smaller than the 

PVA fibers.   
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Figure 31. SEM micrograph example of one of electrospun PVA/graphene derived from 

expanded graphite fiber (from solution with 0.08 g expanded graphite concentration) 

The graphene derived from expanded graphite concentration dependence in PVA solution for 

fibers production is shown in Figure 32 with 0.02 g and 0.08 g expanded graphite 

concentration in PVA solution respectively. Here also two different morphologies of the 

fibers are observed with outer part corresponding to PVA fiber walls being lighter and dark 

dots aligned inside the fibers. The concentration of aligned dark dots also increases with the 

increase of graphene derived from expanded graphite concentration. Again this can only mean 

that the dark dots in the fibers correspond to the graphene being incorporated in the PVA 

fibers.  
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Figure 32. SEM micrographs of PVA/ graphene derive from expanded graphite at high 

operating voltage for (a) solution with 0.02 g expanded graphite concentration (b) solution 

with 0.08 g expanded graphite concentration 

Figure 33 also shows an example of the fibers obtained by electrospinning PVA/graphene 

derived from graphite powder with 0.08 g graphite powder concentration with the rest of the 

fibers from other solution showing similar morphology at same operating voltage. The fibers 

from these materials had diameter in the range of 132 - 235 nm which are with the same range 

as the fibers from other composites discussed above.  
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Figure 33. SEM micrograph example of electrospun PVA/graphene derived from graphite 

powder fiber (from solution with 0.08 g graphite powder concentration) 

Figure 34 also shows the SEM micrograph at 2 kV operating voltage of the composite in this 

case for different graphene derived from graphite powder concentration. Like in the previous 

cases one can clearly see that graphene is inside the fibers forming dark spots which 

intensities and continuity increasing with the increasing concentration of graphene in the PVA 

solution. 
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Figure 34. SEM micrographs of PVA/ graphene derive from graphite powder at high 

operating voltage for (a) solution with 0.02 g graphite powder concentration (b) solution with 

0.08 g graphite powder concentration 

4.2.3 Thermal Analysis of PVA/graphene composites comparison 

4.2.3.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis comparison 

Figures 34 and 35 shows typical TGA thermograms and corresponding first order derivative 

(DTGA) of weight loss as a function of temperature for PVA with and without graphene 

fillers respectively. The samples were measured in the temperature range from 25 °C up to 

1000 °C with a constant rate of 10 °C/min in air. TGA and DTGA show that all samples 

exhibit three distinct weight loss stages as dictated in the Table 16 for different PVA/graphene 

composites: ~25 – 145 °C corresponds to loss of moisture, physisorbed, and chemisorbed 

water molecules [105], ~145 – 391 °C corresponds to decomposition of the side chains of 

PVA (in this stage two peaks are observed with first peak corresponding to the loss of H bond 
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between PVA molecules and second peak to the loss of O bond between C-O) and ~391 – 573 

°C corresponding to the decomposition of the main chain of PVA [106,107]. 

 

 

  

Figure 35. TGA curves for electrospun PVA fibers with and without graphene fillers. 
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Figure 36 The first order derivative of TGA for electrospun PVA fibers with and without 

graphene fillers. 

Figure 36 shows the first order derivatives of TGA curves. The trend for weight loss was the 

same for all samples. The sheet structure of graphene may act as diffusion barrier suppressing 

the decomposition of PVA, resulting in increased decomposition temperature. On the other 

hand, the samples are nanofibers with diameters of only around 130–250 nm and the 2D sp2 

sheet structure of graphene helps the chain of PVA to stay intact at higher temperatures. At 

600 °C and above, all TGA diagrams become flat and mainly carbon residue remains.  
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Table 16 Degradation temperature of the baseline PVA and different graphene-loaded PVA 

fiber 

Samples First stage lose 

weight (°C) 

Second  stage lose 

weight (°C) 

Third stage lose 

weight (°C) 

PVA fiber 25 - 124 124 - 383 383 – 460  

PVA/G foam fiber 25 - 143 143 - 393 393 – 542  

PVA/EG fiber 25 – 141 141 - 384 384 – 559  

PVA/G powder fiber 25 - 145 145 - 391 391 – 573  

 

Evidently, the thermal decomposition of electrospun PVA/graphene composites fibers shift to 

the higher temperature range compared to electrospun PVA fibers. This implies that the 

incorporation of graphene in PVA for electrospun fibers enhanced the thermal stability of 

electrospun PVA nanofibers. This thermal reinforcement of electrospun PVA fibers by nano-

carbon fillers is very important for polymer nanofibers in different technological applications 

such as those mentioned in the introduction section.  
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5 CHAPTER 

Summary and conclusions 

In this thesis, we successfully incorporated graphene nanofillers into PVA fibers in order to 

improve the thermal properties of the resulting fibers. Three different source of graphene were 

used for that purpose and all show improved thermal properties of the fibers after 

incorporation of graphene nanofillers.  

The relatively simple and economical electrospinning technique was used to fabricate 

continuous fibers. The growth of the PVA fibers was optimized for this system in terms of 

bead free fibers and thinner fibers. These optimum parameters which are 10 wt% for PVA 

concentration, 3 ml/h for the solution flow rate, 30 kV for applied voltage, growth time of 60 

s and 12 cm for tip/collector distance, were then used to grow PVA/graphene fibers. In other 

words, it was observed that higher polymer concentration solution, for example 12 wt% PVA, 

produces thicker electrospun fibers. Lower flow rates produce thinner electrospun fibers but 

with beads. The strong electric field makes the liquid jet thinner, resulting in decreasing of the 

average diameter of fibers and therefore produces thinner fibers. If non-conductive polymer 

like PVA is used, longer growth time increases the diameter of the fibers. For shorter needle 

tip/collector distance, the fiber does not have enough time to dry and consequently the 

diameter of the fibers increase whereas when this distance is increased, it gives more time for 

the fibers to dry during spinning. However, further increase in this distance results in lower 

electric field effect which thickens the fibers. Furthermore, the addition of graphene to the 
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solution produces thinner electrospun fibers. The phenomenon is related to the enhanced 

conductivity of the electrospun solution. 

The incorporation of the graphene nanofillers was possible because of the hollow structure 

from the PVA fiber as observed under SEM. Furthermore, electrospun PVA/graphene fibers 

show dark space inside the fibers which is related to the graphene nanofillers. Continuous 

nanofillers are observed for higher graphene concentration in the electrospun PVA/graphene 

solution.  

The presence of graphene nanofillers was further confirmed by TGA. Enhanced thermal 

properties was observed when PVA/graphene solutions was used for producing the fibers. 

TGA results show a slow weight loses, meaning enhanced thermal stability of the fibers with 

increasing graphene loading into the PVA fibers. 
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Future work 

The fibers produced by this method are promising for use in electrodes, conductive wires, 

smart fabrics, and other applications which require conductive filler inside the polymer 

nanofibers [16]. For future work, conductive polymer such as polypyrrole (PPY) will be used 

for better control of the diameter of the fibers produced. The effect of graphene nanofillers on 

the PPY conductive fibers will be investigated.  

These conductive PPY/graphene fibers are also good candidate for electrode material for 

energy storage device such as supercapacitors, since they present a high surface area, high 

conductivity and porosity. Therefore, the fibers produced will be tested for this application.  
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